
Definition of Your Inner Money Goddess 
“Your inner money Goddess is the part of you that helps you stand in your financial power making 
economic and life choices from your authentic feminine core. She connects you to your inner 
guidance and gracefully expands your ability to receive so that you can “flourish as your best self in 
the world”. Through her connection to the natural world and clear flowing spiritual source, she helps 
you create from your inner truth in ways that uplifts those around you and contributes meaningfully to 
the world.”  - Lisa Michaels

Name:
Date:

Group Intention: To create safe space for one another to explore and share our discoveries 
and uplift on another as we step into our power. 

My Program Intention: 

 Used with Permission as a Natural Rhythms Life Coach from Natural Rhythms Institue/Lisa Michaels Copyright 2014
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Section 1
Naturally Create Your Financial Flow the Divine 
Feminine Way

- Discover the essence of the “Divine Feminine Flow of Money”, it's Sacred Origins vs. its
   label as the 'Root of All Evil', and why this is vitally important for you to understand as a
   woman today who desires to Flourish!

- Uncover the critical ways you may be unconsciously constricting/preventing your
  financial flow and gain practical tools to open the energy flow of blessing anytime it
  contracts.

- Explore the 12 Modern-Day Money Goddess expressions and find out what each one 
  needs to feel and be abundant/prosperous. Discover which Goddess Expression You Are!

- Tap into your creative power, sourcing your financial flow thru your Soul's purpose, your
  unique vision of prosperity, and embodying a perspective that allows abundance
  (money) to flow to you!

If choosing to join us for Full Program here's what 
we'll cover:

Section 2 
Your Financial Creation Power Tools in Nature's 
Rich Secrets

- Stop the old losing battle of comparing, discover what you need to Reclaim so you can 
fully Access Your Financial Power ! Your ability to RECEIVE the blessings you long for. Nature 
shows us exactly how to create what we desire, we'll tune into that wisdom and come to 
understand how particular Elements must be working together to be prosperous. 

- Clear your old limiting money beliefs and activate a more powerful “Modern Day Money 
Goddess Mindset” (Way of thinking and believing so what you truly desire can come into 
form.) Be more powerfully in control of what comes to you!

- Discover a Divinely inspired practical template for aligning all the aspects of your power 
and work with the Spirit/Energy of the Universe in a fertile UNIFIED FIELD for manifesting money 
and creating more abudance. (Inner conflict is one very successful way to prevent the flow 
of money coming to you! This is one of the most critical tools in this course. 
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- Find out how to tap into the vital union between your inner feminine and inner
  masculine and uncover the critical ways they need to create together to get your
  financial potential fully flowing.

- How to apply the ancient feminine art of magnetization to your money to draw
  more abundance to you.

- Discover ways to move step-by-step from creation power struggles with the masculine
  (inside and out) to collaboration and cooperation. 

Section 4 & 5

Discover the Magic of Co-Creation When Your 
Inner Feminine and Masculine Collaborate

- Break Free of your old money relationship issues- guilt, shame, judgment, fears, self-
  punishment, and inner and outer conflicts.

- Learn Critical things you have to have in order for your financial vision for your future
  prosperity to come into physical form. As Spiritual or Deep Feeling people we can
  avoid the Physical, down to Earth things that are Essential to experience prosperity. 

 - In this section you'll learn Financial Creation Power Tools Found in Nature's Rich
   Secrets and we'll go in depth into Income stream Pathways and Strategies.

Section 3 Continuing with...

Your Financial Creation Power Tools in 
Nature's Rich Secrets



- Practical “Modern Day Money Goddess” daily system for financial clarity and focus.

- Turn up your “Money Set Point” and start consciously creating wealth.

- Step-by-step how to apply the rhythms of Nature to your personal,  professional, and 
business financial creation.  

Section 6 

Use Nature's Rhythms to Boost Your 
Conscious Wealth Creation

Bonus Item with Full Course:  

Only 4 spots for this bonus, sign up soon so you receive this bonus!

- I on I Private Session (50 minutes): You already each receive a 1on1 session with the  
Free Gift but this bonus is for a Shamanic Astrology Natal Chart Review of your Creation 
Team! Discover how your team Archetypes are helping or hindering your life creation 
experience.  (Normally $250)



“Because human beings had always known the interconnectedness of 
all things material and spiritual, the discovery of metals only deepened 
that understanding. The sun and the moon were not representatives 
of gods, but gods themselves. The lunar goddess and sun god lived 
within the moon and the sun, not as separate entities, but as 
integrated spirits. Gold and silver metals were understood to be 
extensions of the spirits of the celestial divinities.”  

- Barbara Wilder, Money is Love
!

My feelings about money as I begin the Modern Day 
Money Goddess program are... 

!

My feelings about myself as I begin the program are ...
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Section 1 Naturally Create Your Financial Flow the Divine Feminine Way 

The essence of the “Divine Feminine Flow of Money”
Women are essentially _______________beings. 

Divine Feminine Mother “Nature” 
Elemental Forces of Creation:

 Earth Physical Realm
 Water Emotional Realm

Air Mental Realm
Fire Action Realm
 Spirit Soul Realm

!

A woman’s sense of disconnection anddissatisfaction begins when 
she looks _____________ of herself to be fulfilled.  

It is only when the feminine focuses on staying connected to and 
appreciating the abundant flow of ____________wealth and riches 
______________that it shows up_____________ of her.  

Money does not show up externally until you have connected to 
it fully internally and in most cases, have created an avenue for it 
to arrive.  

!
A woman’s financial flow is from the _________________.  

Her job is to ______________and ________ to receive it. 

Anything that restricts a woman’s flow of positive feelings 
constricts her financial flow.  
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Ancient Money Abundance Goddess (Lakshmi, Fortuna, 
Abundantia, Moneta, Isis, Venus, and Gaia) remind us 
that the flow comes from within: What insights do you 
have about this for yourself? 

 !

Are you Sourcing Your Financial Flow through 
the Call of Your Soul? Follow your desires for a 
few days and collect images from what calls 
to you in magazines. Then do a Soul collage 
to discover your deeper calling!

Why is claiming your “Feminine Financial 
Power” vitally important for you as a woman 
today? 
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Critical ways you may be unconsciously constricting your financial flow. !
1) Contraction or Expansion

2) Competitive or Creative Thinking

“You are to become a creator, not a competitor. You are to create, not to compete for what is already created. You will 
become a creator by employing the higher faculties with which you have been endowed: Perception, Reason, Will, 
Memory, Imagination, and Intuition. No other form of life was given these creative faculties. You are going to get what 
you want, but in such a way that when you get it every other person will have more than she* has now. ”   *My gender 
change

- Wallace Wattles, The Science of Getting Rich
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4) Bumping Up Against Your Upper Limits: Doing something that limits
your flow of positive energy.

!

“Upper Limit Problem is a Set of 4 Hidden Barriers
#1: Feeling Fundamentally Flawed  #2: Disloyalty and Abandonment
#3: Believing That More Success Brings More Burdens  #4: The Crime of Outshining.”

- Gay Hendricks, The Big Leap: Conquer Your Hidden Fear and Take Your Life to the Next Level

3) Energizing Scarcity “Not Enough” Inside/Out or Centered in
Sufficiency

“It is not even that we necessarily experience a lack of something, but that scarcity as a chronic sense of inadequacy 
about life becomes the very place  from which we think and act and live in the world. It shapes our deepest sense of 
ourselves, and becomes the lens through which we experience life.”
- Lynn Twist, The Soul of Money
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Whining and Complaining
Do you ever whine or complain about what you don’t have? or about a 
lack of money? anything? 

Self-criticism and Criticizing Others
Do you ever criticize yourself where you are with money? about things you 
consider money mistakes? Do you criticize others around their choices 
with money? 

Worry
Do you find yourself worrying about money? about your financial future?
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Letting Your Resistance Win
Do you give into your resistance and stop yourself from creating your 
goals and dreams? stop yourself from taking action? 

Self-doubt
Even a tiny seed of doubt creates conflict in your energy field and not 
clarity which diminishes your flow. You need a clear, unrestricted energy to 
most effectively create. The critical parent ego can bring self-doubt.  

Do you experience self-doubt about your ability to create your financial 
goals? 

Procrastination is the most common manifestation of Resistance because it’s the easiest to rationalize. Creating 
soap opera in our lives is a symptom of Resistance. Sometimes entire families participate unconsciously in a 
culture of self-dramatization. If the level of drama drops below a certain threshold, someone jumps in to amp it 
up.” - Steven Pressfield, The WAR of ART
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!

Practical tools to open your money financial flow energy anytime it contracts...

!1: The first and most important thing is to increase your 
awareness of when you go into contraction.  

2: Next take a deep breath and consciously as your body and 
awareness to reopen. 	


3: Ask yourself if there is an action you need to take, feeling you 
need to feel or release, or an old belief you need to let go of. 
Then do what is needed. 

4: Go sit on directly on the Earth for 20 minutes and consciously 
connect to the natural world.	


5: Go for a walk in nature and open to the living pulsating field 
of creation.  

6: If additional expansion is needed DANCE. Great song to use if 
fear is involved: “If I were Brave” by Jana Stanfield. 

7: Tune into your Creation Team, the Archeyptes (aspects) 
within you that inlfuence your experience. Let's explore who this 
team is so you can use this tool. 

People and families of very few financial resources, and those of enormous financial wealth, have turned their 
financial flow toward causes and commitments that make their heart sing, and their money carries the same 
joyful, life-affirming energy into the world to make a difference.”

- Lynn Twist, The Soul of Money
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5:  Listen to the Earth Realm Guided Journey included in your 
Creative Power Guide. Connecting to the abudance of the 
Universe that provides for you and your innate abdundance.  
http://www.angela-roberts.com/guided-journey-earth
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My Inner Creation Team
I had repetitive challenges around 
prosperity due to certian team members 
(aspects of myself) that were keeping me 
from thriving. Protecting me from harm/risk.
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Life Purpose Archetype Roles of 
Creation Team Members

Based on “Shamanic Astrology” by Daniel Giamaro and Cayelin Castelle www.shamanicastrology.com

_______________________________________________ Name

_____________________ Rising Sign ~ New focus of overall life purpose 
What you came into this lifetime to express and learn about 

_____________________ New area of specialization for current life purpose
(Whole House Position of the North Node) - works with Rising Sign

_____________________ Moon ~ Your past training
You need to integrate your moon and then move toward your 
rising sign working with your moon only a third of the time

_____________________ Old specialization - works with moon
(Whole House Position of the South Node) Area of specialization of past 
life purpose projects,  what you already know how to do

_____________________ Venus ~ The Feminine Self, the unique way we are embodying the feminine ,  the way
we approach wealth, posessions, love, romance and harmony in our emotional
attachments, marriages, friendships and other unions (like business partnerships). 

_____________________ Mars ~ The Masculine Self, the inner lover/divine partner in co-creation, how we go
about getting things in life, our animal instincts, what drives us and how we take action.

_____________________ Jupiter ~ The fastest path to your rising sign learning and embodiment, what your 
expansion comes through, how tings get amplified. 

_____________________ Sun Sign ~ The type of fuel you burn to reach your goals or your rising sign

_____________________ Mercury ~ Your way of communicating and the archetypal lens you see the world
through

_____________________ Mid Heaven ~ Right Livelihood (work out in the world) or the additional energy you need 
 to connect with in order to have greater economic flow

Adapted with permission from Natural Rhythms™  © Lisa Michaels 2008 

Cancer

Taurus

Capricorn

Capricorn

Scorpio

Scorpio

Scorpio

Scorpio

Sagittarius

Sagittarius

Angela Roberts
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After journaling with them, getting to know them more, I collected images driven by the 
desires and concerns of my deepest self. 

Then took the images and separated them by Archetype and made a collage that unified all 
the team members.  Below is an example of my collage. 
Do you have a team member that's derailing your intentions? In conflict with another member?
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12 Money Goddess Expressions 

Money intentions vary according to the type of Goddess 
experience you’ve come to have in this lifetime. Respecting all the 
expressions will help you appreciate others and understand yourself 
more effectively. Some people reference your sign in Venus as 
your $ Goddess but look within and without in your life and see 
what is actually true for you as you read thru the descriptions!  

Type of Goddess (Archetype in Venus) 

1) Amazon Money Goddess/Aries Defend rights & for adventure

Money flows to or is spent on... 

2) Beauty & Pleasure Money Goddess/Taurus Experiences of beauty & pleasure

3) Creative Money Goddess Gemini To express in creative ways 

4) Family Money Goddess/ Cancer Take care of family, friends, pets

5) Center-Stage Money Goddess/Leo Enhance her image & visibility 

6) Practical Money Goddess/Virgo Do their sacred work & safely save 

7) Partnership Money Goddess/Libra Support partnership & peace 

8) Intensity Money Goddess/Scorpio Intense feeling experiences

9) Experience Money Goddess/Sagittarius Explore, learn, & travel

10) Business Money Goddess/Capricorn

11) Innovation Money Goddess/Aquarius For innovations & technology

Create wealth & businesses fund

12) Self-less Service Money Goddess/Pisces Further serve those in need
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12 Money Archetypes more in-depth:

Aries

Aries balances intellect with a wild streak — which seems to apply to this sign’s financial prowess. 
Aries is the sign most likely to save a substantial pile of cash, and then proceed to spend it freely. This 
sign typically puts limitations on themselves, not allowing their bank balance to dip below a certain 
level no matter how wild their spending spree may be.

Taurus

Taurus’s love of the finer things in life makes this astrological sign the spendthrift of the zodiac. Not 
only does Taurus love luxury, their generous nature makes it easy for them to plunk down some 
serious coin to give loved ones extravagant gifts, too. “Share the wealth” is Taurus’s motto. While 
Taurus certainly spends hard, they work hard, too — earning every penny they make and spend!

Gemini

The financial health of Gemini is as unpredictable as this astrological sign itself. Gemini has the ability 
to save a tidy pile of cash without ever being tempted to spend it on something unimportant. While 
you may not find Gemini squandering their money on knick-knacks or trivial goods, Gemini is prone 
to gambling with their cash. Whether it’s playing the stock market, hitting the casino, or engaging in 
a game of cards, some of history’s biggest risk takers — such as Donald Trump and Wild West-era 
gunslinger / gambler Wild Bill Hickok — were born under the sign of Gemini.

Cancer

Despite being ruled by the moon and affected by shifting tides, Cancer is actually pretty even-keel 
when it comes to their financial health. They save quite regularly and spend on just the essentials. 
When Cancer does open their wallet, they do it with travel in mind. Whether it’s a road trip or an 
exotic vacation, frugal Cancer enjoys using their savings to see the world.

Leo

This driven sign will discipline themselves to save for a big ticket item and have zero guilt about 
making the big purchase once they’ve saved enough. When it comes to financial prowess, Leo is 
the king of the astrological jungle and unparalleled in their ability to budget, save, spend, and 
bargain hunt — all while still looking like a million dollars. Homemaking mogul Martha Stewart is a 
shining example of Leo’s entrepreneurial spirit and well-balanced sense of saving and spending.
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Virgo

In terms of finances, Virgo tends to err on the side of frugality, knowing how to pinch a penny until 
it screams. Virgo has very few vices that put a drain on their wallets, limiting themselves to one 
“treat” per month. Virgo can be a bit of a foodie (coincidentally, this astrological sign actually 
rules the stomach and intestinal organs), and often, their “big treat” involves a delicious gourmet 
meal. Cerebral and outgoing, Virgo does very well with real estate — whether it’s selling real 
estate, investment properties, flipping houses, or acting as a landlord / landlady.

Libra

Libra, represented by the scales, takes a very balanced approach to their finances: Spend a 
little, save a little. Libra is always saving for a rainy day, but also knows when it’s time to take a 
step back and enjoy the fruits of their labor. Libra has a wild side and loves to use their finances 
to bankroll their next adventure and drag a loved one along with them on their journey. Like 
fellow air sign Gemini, Libra is a calculated risk taker, and like Taurus — also ruled by the Venus, 
Libra’s planetary influence — this astrological sign enjoys using their savings to orchestrate 
surprises for their special someone.

Scorpio

The always-intriguing Scorpio always has money on his or her mind. Saving isn’t necessarily 
Scorpio’s strong suit. However, their inventive minds make them financial wizards when it comes 
to get-rich-quick schemes, or using their keen sense of analysis and preternatural intuition to 
observe market trends and make a few quick wins.

Sagittarius

Sagittarius has a strong work ethic and zero qualms about rolling up his or her sleeves and putting 
in a hard day’s work. This fire sign is passionate about what they do for a living. They spend 
judiciously,purchasing items of quality or great usefulness. The financial health of Sagittarius is 
typically good since they are quite good at socking away a sizeable amount of cash and make 
careful spending choices.



Capricorn

Grounded earth sign Capricorn is almost always financially well-off. They save smart and spend 
smart, thinking before they leap. The words “impulse purchase” do not exist in Capricorn’s 
vocabulary. They do, however, have a love of luxury and will not hesitate to drop some dough 
on a tasteful item of apparel or furniture. Capricorn is a hard worker with a sense of community 
responsibility and a strong, charitable streak.

Aquarius

Aquarius has the rare quality of being a visionary and an entrepreneur. Don’t let their dreamy, 
poetic side fool you: Aquarius has a way to take their passion and carve out not just a career for 
themselves, but to create opportunities around them for others, too. This sign can make and 
stockpile money like Ebenezer Scrooge, but they also happen to be very generous with those 
around them. Oprah Winfrey exemplifies this generous, entrepreneurial aspect of Aquarius — 
taking her drive, ambition, and love for sharing with others to form a media empire.

Pisces

When Pisces puts their mind to it, this zodiac sign has the potential to amass a sizeable amount 
of cash. However, this “go with the flow” sign is prone to impulse shopping and getting caught 
up in negative feelings that can hold one back. Of all of the zodiac signs, Pisces is the one that 
may benefit the most from a financial advisor. Given some direction, they can learn to rein in 
their spending habits and create a small fortune / tidy retirement fund for themselves.
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Recommended Reading:

The Science of Getting Rich by Wallace Wattles

The Big Leap by Gay Hendricks

The WAR of ART: Break Through the Blocks and Win Your Inner Creative Battles by 

Steven Pressfield The Soul of Money by Lynn Twist

Personal insights about my Money Goddess expression: 
(Normal to feel more than one archetype standing out with desires and preferences. 
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